Challenger Sports

Organization:

U7s

Age Group:

Spring - Week 6
Minutes

Recreation

Category:
Topic:

Week:
60

Aerial Control

Objective: To understand how to control the ball over different surfaces.
Session Part: Warm-up

Organization

Time:
8 Players

Numbers:

Click to insert session diagram

Players each have a ball.
Balls starts in their hands and they move around the area, throwing and catching the ball. Next they
move on to throwing 1 ball back and forth with a partner. Next move on to throwing the ball and
'trapping' the ball with the sole of the foot. Make sure players don't throw the ball to high ( just above
head hight)
Progressions
Progressions are above

Session Part: Technical Fundamentals

Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points
Players keep eye on ball
Timing of raising their foot to 'trap' or 'squash'

Organization

Time:

Area:

20x20

Numbers:

8 Players

Progressions

Coaching Points

Increase distance of server.
Increase weight and speed of the serve.
Switch roles every 2 minutes.
Increase complexity of aerial control based on each
players development - individual challenges.

Judge the flight of the ball.
Align body with the ball - ready position.
Cushion the ball with a soft touch.
Use of instep, laces and thigh to control.
Good underarm serves are important.

Organization

Time:

15

25x20

Area:

8 Players

Numbers:

2 teams - attackers and defenders - 1 goal and goalkeeper.Soccer balls begin with the goalkeeper.
On coaches call, 1 player from each team runs around tall cone in front of start position into field of play.
Attacker receives an aerial ball from the goalkeeper or the coach and the players begin a 1v1.
Both players are aiming to score past the goalkeeper. (defender can't go until attacker has ball under
control

Progressions

Coaching Points

Height and distance to receive the ball.
Must use thigh/chest to control before moving.
Switch roles of attackers and defenders.
Add transition goals for defenders to attack.

Judge the flight of the ball.
Align body with the ball - ready position.
Cushion the ball with a soft touch.
Attack with confidence and purpose.

Organization

Session Part: Fun Game

Click to insert session diagram

20

Players split into pairs - 1 ball between 2.
Area is divided into 4 equal 10x10 grids that each pair is assigned to work within.
Players are numbered 1 & 2. Number 1 if the server, number 2 is the player controlling the ball.
Serving & Control - 1. Underarm serve - 2 bounces to control and pass back. 2. Underarm serve - 1
bounce to control and pass back. 3. No bounces - control with foot/thigh and pass back.

Session Part: Game Scenario

Click to insert session diagram

10

20x10

Area:

Time:

Area:

30x25

Numbers:

8 Players

15

Tag Freeze
Players all have a ball. Two defenders, if defending tags a player, player must stop, pick ball up and put it
above their head. Stand with legs apart, the only way they can be 'defrosted' is by another player
kicking their ball through their legs.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Team Work
Accuracy of pass through legs
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